MORE POWER TO YOU
There are never too many power options for our highly connected, tech-savvy world. Put outlets right where they’re needed. Run power down from the ceiling into a neat and efficient Tele-Power Pole that blends right into the space around it. Perfect for retail checkout areas, office workstations, classrooms and hospital stations.

Customizable and flexible for quick relocation.
POWERFUL OPTIONS

Find exactly what you need with custom finishes, configurations and sizes.

Material
Industry standard steel and aluminum poles are available in 10’, 12’ and 15’ lengths. Offered in painted, polished or satin anodized finishes.

Configurable
Tele-Power Poles allow in-field modifications including device plates and height changes.

Custom
Pick the receptacles you need, plus the quantity and spacing. Epoxy powder coat or enamel paint matches any space. Poles range from 20’-30’ high.

Functionality
Bring power, data and A/V wherever you need it. Deliver multiple services to your desired point of use or simply as a feeder system.

Power more sales.

Bring power and data to cash wraps and counter areas. Feed services to display cases, photo kiosks and price check stations. Even include lighted signage.
POWER CRITICAL CARE

Make data, power and A/V services easy to reach for those who save lives. Add Tele-Power Poles to hospital spaces.

Expand your power.

Use the Tele-Power Pole Extender to quickly transport and install poles. Shipped safely in 5 sections, you can easily snap them together to create one pole or add additional height to an existing one. It’s easy to do right on the job site. Designed for the 25 Series.